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1. PROTECTED- Normal condition — Electrical System protected by Phaseback VSGR 

With VSGR protecting the electrical system,  

 Voltage surges are neutralized. 

 Arcing ground faults are corrected, alarmed, & the system continues to operate. 

 Electrical noise & harmonics are corrected, minimizing the operational issues. 

 Voltages ph/grnd are corrected, stopping single phase sags & single phase events. 

 Phase Angle displacement is corrected — Controls, after outage, work as before. 

 Arc Flash events caused by single phse ground faults are prevented.  

 (85% of Arc Flash events are caused this way) 
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2. PROTECTED Arcing Ground Fault begins — System is protected by Phaseback VSGR 

With VSGR protecting the electrical system, during a fault condition,  

 The fault is not allowed to develop. 

 The system to continues to operate. 

 Electrical noise & harmonics & operational issues are minimized. 

 Voltages ph/grnd are corrected, stopping single phase sags & single phase events. 

 Phase Angle displacement is corrected  

 Arc Flash events are prevented. (85% of Arc Flash events are caused this way) 
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3. UNPROTECTED Normal condition — System is unprotected 

Electrical System Risks are: 

1. Voltage Transients  

2. Electrical Noise & Harmonics 

3. Single Phase Sags 

4. Voltage swells 

5. Outages 

6. Faults or Arc Flash events 

Developing Ground Faults  (Arcing Ground) can cause all of these 

system problems. 
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4. UNPROTECTED Arcing Ground Fault condition — System is unprotected 

Typical electrical system, as a Ground Fault condition begins 

 The Arcing ground fault pulls Voltage 2 down. 

 V 2 drops, while V1 & V3 go to the ph/ph voltage range—Single phase condition. 

 System Depends on the relays to open breaker(s), shutting it down. 

 Electrical noise, harmonics & operational issues are likely to cause the controls to 

malfunction, as this happens. 

 Phase Angles are displaced, and will contribute to control lockup, upon restart. 

 85% of Arc Flash events are caused this way. 


